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ShopperChoice 

Release Notes 
 

What it is 
More than ever before, shoppers have endless possibilities 

when it comes to making purchase decisions for food, health, 

and household products. Yet at the same time they have 

access to a tremendous amount of information to be mindful 

about these choices. Whether they are focused on nutrition, 

saving money, helping the environment, or saving time, 

Canadians can select products and services using a 

combination of online and offline resources to shape their 

daily lives. 

ShopperChoice helps CPG retailers, CPG manufacturer, 

restaurants, and food delivery companies understand the 

mindset of today’s shopper and how they navigate the path 

to purchase when empowered with so many choices.  

ShopperChoice offers insights into how Canadians are 

shopping smarter, and what type of products they 

research and purchase. It also looks at shopping 

preferences, online shopping behaviours, and what store 

qualities will earn their loyalty and keep them coming 

back. 

ShopperChoice is also helpful in answering the daily question 

that all Canadian’s face, “what’s for dinner?” It shows a 

perspective into the daily meal habits of Canadian 

households. ShopperChoice helps identify the occasion or 

preferences of households that are eating at home, eating out, 

or simply picking up a ready-to-eat meal while grocery 

shopping. 

ShopperChoice is built by linking PRIZM®, our comprehensive segmentation system that 

classifies Canadian Neighbourhoods into 67 unique groups, to the following Nielsen surveys:  

• Home Meal Replacement (HMR) 

• Health & Wellness (HW) 

• Private Label (PL) 

• Sustainability (SB) 

• Click and Shop (CS) 

• Dollar Store (DS) 

• Food and Beverage (FB) 

 

 

 

 

Data Vintage 
 

 

Base Level Geography 
 

 

Sample Size 

 
Survey Collection 

 
Variables 

 
To view the complete list of  

variables please visit: 

environicsanalytics.com/variables 

 

Note: *total of all surveys 

http://www.environicsanalytics.com/en-us/variables
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What’s New 
This release is a significant refresh of our ShopperChoice database. Since the Nielsen Economic Impact 

(EI) and Digital Shopper Segmentation (DSS) surveys were retired, ShopperChoice introduces Nielsen’s 

Sustainability (SB), Click and Shop (CS), Dollar Store (DS) and Food and Beverage (FB) surveys to add 

additional insight into shopper behaviour. This release also introduces a new replacement Private Label 

(PL) survey, as well as updated 2021 data for the Home Meal Replacement (HMR) and Health & 

Wellness (HW) surveys. 

 

How It’s Used 
Grocery retailers use ShopperChoice to determine what types of ready-to-eat food 

should be served or what category items will be in higher demand in that trade area 

and how to promote these with insights into why households purchase prepared 

meals. 

 

CPG manufacturers use ShopperChoice to support labelling and packaging 

decisions, product innovation ideas, customized digital offers, and shopper marketing 

strategies. 

 

Restaurants and food delivery companies use ShopperChoice to understand meal 

occasions and health-related food choices to inform menu selections and delivery 

service offerings. 

 

Government and Health clients can use insights to understand how proactive 

Canadians are with healthy eating on a local level to develop programs and services 

to encourage healthier lifestyles. 

 
 

 

Sample Questions it can Answer 
• What label information do consumers watch for relating to their health and wellness (e.g., 

fibre, sodium, carbs). 

• How much do the households in my trade area spend on average for a ready-to-eat 

meal? 

• Which ShopperChoice segments within my trade area would use a pickup service? 

• How concerned are my customers about food that is ethically sourced, organic, or part of 

a healthy lifestyle? 

• What are the reasons for the households in my trade area to shop at a dollar store? 

• How do the households in my trade area feel about store brands? What are their 

purchasing habits between store brands and name brands for different products? 

 

 


